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KEBA continues to bring luck in Spain!
KEBA and Spanish lottery company SELAE are continuing their existing
successful cooperation, which has been going for more than 10 years, and
have agree on the supply of an additional 10,500 lottery terminals.
Austrian automation specialist KEBA has won the public tender of Spanish lottery company
SELAE (Sociedad Estatal de Loterías y Apuestas del Estado) for the supply of 10,500 new
KeWin multimedia lottery terminals. Herbert Sandner, Head of KeWin Lottery Solutions
division at KEBA says: “We are delighted that the Spanish lottery company SELAE has put
its trust in us and our products once again. Not least because long-term partnerships and
customer satisfaction are paramount at KEBA.”
Lotto games in Spain “made in Austria”
Since the start of cooperation in February 2006, the Spanish company has now
commissioned a total of nearly 25,000 lottery terminals from KEBA. All of the lottery
collection points of the Spanish lotteries are therefore equipped with terminals “made in
Austria”.
The outstanding product features such as the modularity and reliability of the KEBA systems
and the outstanding cooperation and flexibility of KEBA are still crucial to the success of the
Austrian automation specialists.

The signing of the new contract is the continuation of the long-term and successful
cooperation between Spanish lottery company SELAE and KEBA.
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KEBA AG
Founded in 1968, KEBA AG is an internationally successful electronics company based in
Linz/Austria with subsidiaries around the world. KEBA relies on "Automation by Innovation" –
for almost 50 years, the company has been developing and producing innovative and highquality automation solutions for industry, the banking and service sector and for the energy
industry. Years of experience and technical competence as well as the courage to go a step
further make KEBA a technology and innovation leader in all fields of business. The company
can rely on its extensive development competence and its production know-how, which always
ensures the highest quality. http://www.keba.com

KeWin lottery solutions from KEBA
KeWin provides lottery solutions which impress with maximum availability and unsurpassed
reliability.
With its speed and precision, KeWin multimedia lottery terminal is the perfect solution for
acceptance points with moderate to high betting slip volumes. Swift detection, evaluation and
further processing of the betting slips prevents queues - particularly at peak times.
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